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“SRE is what you get when you 
treat operations as if it’s a software 
problem,  with an ever-watchful 
eye 
on a systems availability, latency, 
performance, and capacity.”





http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sHPfc6whaSk


https://www.googlecloudcommunity.com/gc/Community-Blogs/Site-Reliability-Engine
ering-SRE-Fundamentals/ba-p/472590



https://www.googlecloudcommunity.com/gc/Community-Blogs/Site-Reliability-Engine
ering-SRE-Fundamentals/ba-p/472590



SLIs  SLOs & SLAs
An SLO is a service 
level objective: a 

target value or range of 
values for a service 

level that is measured 
by an SLI.

An SLI is a service level 
indicator—a carefully 
defined quantitative 

measure of some 
aspect of the level of 

service that is provided.

SLAs are service level 
agreements: an explicit 
or implicit contract with 
your users that includes 

consequences for 
missing the SLOs they 

contain

https://cloud.google.com/blog/products/management-tools/learn-h
ow-to-set-slos-for-an-sre-or-cre-practice



We have to look at traditional IT teams, these teams were made 
of Developers and Operators.

Class SRE Implements DevOps

Developers are responsible for writing the code for the systems and the operators 
who are responsible for ensuring that these systems operate reliably.

Developers want to push more features and then ‘throw them over the fence’ 
for the operators to look after.  

Developers traditionally want to work fast so the can push more features to 
compete with other organizations,  the operators want to work slower to ensure 
these new features work as expected and are reliable.

This doesn’t scale well,  especially when systems grow in complexity and scale,  to combat 
this a new culture emerged and with best practices known as DevOps.



Goals of SRE: 

● reliability
● scalability
● and efficiency

Service Reliability Hierarchy



'Pessimistically 
optimistic'

"The glass is half empty... But hey, 
at least it's not empty."



Ciara, a software engineer in 
Site Reliability Engineering @ 

Google

“SREs are focused on 
the whole production 
stack, making systems 
that a really wide 
range of internal and 
external customers are 
using.”

https://careers.google.com/stories/site-reliability-engineering-profile-google/



Native APIs on 
the Google 
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SRE/ DevOps 

Snapshot of available native APIs



Why use native APIs for SRE tasks ?

● Out of the box integrations Leverage native integrations between services 
to benefit from security, ease of use, known implementations. 

● One integrated view for faster resolution A unified view across logs, 
metris, events and SLOs across cloud services and deployed applications.

● Seamless integration with GCP services  Google is known for SRE and 
those learnings are built into Google Cloud Platform and are easily 
accessible.

● Save costs by not using third party software  There's a vast amount of 
options available to meet your SRE requirements without having to use 
software outside the platform.





Benefits of Using 
Native APIs For 
SRE tasks



Benefits of using native APIs for SRE tasks

● Seamless integration with GCP services Googles emphasis on reliability 
ensures those learnings and capabilities are built into Google Cloud 
Platform and are easily accessible across various services.

● Consistent and reliable performance With a wide user base and 
consistent testing you have ensured reliability when developing on the 
platform.

● Easy automation, integration and scripting  Development tasks are 
easier with a rich set of tools that tie observability into your solutions

● Comprehensive documentation and support With a large user base 
providing constant feedback there is a large amount of information readily 
available and accessible.  





SRE Tasks Using 
Native APIs
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SRE tasks using native APIs

● Monitoring and alerting with Cloud Monitoring API  Out of the box access 
to over 1,500 cloud monitoring metrics 

● Autoscaling with Compute Engine API  Inbuilt capabilities to automatically 
add or remove VM instances from managed instance groups.

● Log analysis and management with Cloud Logging API  Easy access to 
manage, monitor and retrieve insights from log data in real time

● Source Code Management  The ability to privately host, track and manage 
changes to large code bases.  (GitOps)



https://cloud.google.com/architecture/stream-logs-from-google-cloud-to-splunk

Stream logs from Google Cloud to Splunk





Case Study: 
Implementing SRE 
with Native APIs
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Dejima Concept and Transformation Initiative:
● JCB initiated a project three years ago to develop high-value services with agility.
● The "Dejima" concept was introduced, focusing on starting small from scratch, 

independent of existing systems.
● Inspired by the Edo periods Dejima, JCB aimed to create an organization 

independent from traditional practices for effective digital transformation.

Digital Enablement Platform and Google Cloud Integration:
● JCB successfully transformed with the help of Google Cloud, implementing 

services like GKE, Cloud Spanner, and Anthos Service Mesh.

Introduction of Site Reliability Engineering (SRE) Practices:
● SRE practices were introduced to break down barriers between business, 

development, and operations teams.
● Categories addressed included defining organizational culture and practices, 

ensuring practical policies, and measuring appropriate reliability.

https://cloud.google.com/blog/topics/financial-services/how-jcb-transforms-its-infrastructure-using-a-dejima-concept



Sheriff, functioning as the 

platform SRE, delivering 

infrastructure services to 

the application team; 

JCB's SRE team comprises two sub-teams: 

Diplomat, serving as the 

embedded SRE, actively 

engaging in the 

application team to 

oversee 

productionisation. 

Additionally, there's an independent Architecture team tasked with 

advising the SRE on system design and conducting architecture reviews.



“Quote, 
short text, or 
diagram 
goes here.”

“We saw change within the 
organization. The business 
team started evangelizing 
SRE to other members in the 
business department, and the 
development and operations 
teams started collaborating 
autonomously”. 



Best Practices 
for SRE with 
Native APIs
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Best Practices for SRE with native APIs 

● Regularly review and update API usage  Leverage usage and review any 
changes that may need to be implemented

● Implement proper authentication and authorisation  Ensure security you 
implement best practices and ensure least privilege across all API usage

● Leverage GCP’s IAM (Identity and Access Management for security)  
Strengthen your security posture by utilising GCP IAM 

● Monitor API usage and performance metrics Regularly review API usage 
and quota usage to ensure you are making the most of your cloud presence 
and ensure APIs are not redundant  

● Stay up to date on improvements and capabilities Stay informed for 
updates on APIs that you have enabled and additional capabilities that may 
have been introduced



Demo

Editable Location



Ecommerce website running on Kubernetes GKE
1. Cluster deployed on (GKE)
2. Configured Anthos service mesh
3. Installed the online boutique application on 

the GKE cluster 
4. Deployed a new version of the product 

catalogue and split traffic across the two 
versions.

5. Explore the increased latency on the product 
catalogue service

6. Create a Latency SLO for the product 
catalogue service





Tips and Tricks
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https://github.com/dastergon/awesome-sre

One stop 
shop for ‘all’ 

your SRE 
needs! 



Conclusion
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Thank you

Jai Campbell
@sylvanasbeta


